
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
   
 

Job Title:  Junior Technical Development Manager - Spain 

 

Division:   Development   

 

Location/Office:  Madrid, Spain 

 

Reporting to:   Country Manager Spain 

 

 

Goodman is globally integrated property group that owns, develops and manages industrial 

property and business space across sixteen countries in Europe, Asia Pacific and the 

Americas. 

+ Own: Goodman buys property for the long-

term, providing ongoing relationships with 

customers and investment opportunities for its 

funds 

+ Develop: Goodman’s tailor-made developments 

across Asia Pacific and Europe are designed to 

meet the individual needs of its customers 

+ Manage: Goodman’s in-house property 

services teams ensure the operational needs of 

its customers are met and its assets are 

maintained to an exceptional standard. This 

generates increased customer satisfaction, 

higher retention rates and, in turn, secure      

returns for investors. 

 

Primary Objective of this position:  

 

Thanks to growing market demand and business activity, an ideal position has arisen for a 

young engineering profile to strengthen our Spanish team. The position serves as an ideal 

stepping stone to enter the Goodman organisation and the wider Real Estate market and will 

enable you to learn all aspects and dynamics of the European Industrial Real Estate market.  

    

 



 
 
 
  
 
 
 
   

As soon as the construction contract(s) has been signed, you will be in charge of the technical 

execution of our construction project, the respect of quality, budget and planning until the 

snagging lifting record has been fully signed.  

 

At the early beginning, you could support one or several experienced Technical Development 

Managers on their current construction projects until the main skills to follow up a warehouse 

construction project have been acquired. Then you will be fully responsible for a construction 

project since the start of works.  

 

The responsibilities of this position will involve preparation of administrative folders to be 

applied (Building Permit, User permit, etc…). This position is forecasted to evolve to larger 

responsibilities as Technical Manager involving managing the development period of a project 

on your own (building permit, user permit,…), determining the optimal technical design in 

close cooperation with the commercial team and the customer, tendering of the construction 

works, etc..  

   

Accountabilities & duties  

+ Supporting the technical team in terms of optimisation of the technical design, 

preparation of all technical documentation to be used during the commercial process 

by the business development team; 

+ Managing of various ongoing warehouse construction projects in Spain until 

completion and hand-over, including construction site deployment and progress 

coordination; 

+ Close collaboration and internal coordination of projects with all corporate 

departments (technical development, business development, legal, transactions…) 

involved; 

+ Technical support to the transaction and asset management teams when required. 

   

Relationships  

+ The Jr Technical Development Manager must seek to establish a good working 

relationship with colleagues in CE and external contacts. 



 
 
 
  
 
 
 
   

+ Being able to build up a relationship and negotiate with people from different sectors 

and on different levels from operational to Managing Director level (logistics 

managers, real-estate managers, contractors, project managers, local authorities). 

+ Excellent fit in an international and multicultural environment. 

 

   

Skills, Knowledge and Experience:  

+ Holding a Master degree as civil engineer (construction); 

+ Keen interest to evolve in the world of logistic and light industrial real estate; 

+ Fluent in English and Spanish   

+ International experience is an asset; 

+ Knowledge of administrative procedures attached to the construction of a warehouse 

in Spain (Building permit, User permit) is considered a plus; 

+ Eagerness to learn is fundamental;  

+ Skilled in using MS office applications; 

+ Combine technical expertise with a commercial feeling; 

+ Strongly developed sense of responsibility, feeling for financial results, risk 

management, quality, organization and planning; 

+ Team player, but also able to work independently; 

+ Communicative, proactive, creative and assertive; 

+ Mobile, able to work under pressure and to prioritize his tasks. 

  


